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The polymorphic (or second-order) typed lambda calculus was invented by Jean-Yves
Girard in 1971 [11, 10], and independently reinvented by myself in 1974 [24]. It is extraordinary that essentially the same programming language was formulated independently by the
two of us, especially since we were led to the language by entirely di erent motivations.
In my own case, I was seeking to extend conventional typed programming languages to
permit the de nition of \polymorphic" procedures that could accept arguments of a variety
of types. I started with the ordinary typed lambda calculus and added the ability to pass
types as parameters (an idea that was \in the air" at the time, e.g. [4]).
For example, as in the ordinary typed lambda calculus one can write
fint!int: xint : f (f (x))
to denote the \doubling" function for the type int, which accepts a function from integers
to integers and yields the composition of this function with itself. Similarly, using a type
variable t, one can write
ft!t: xt: f (f (x))
to denote the doubling function for t. Then, by abstracting on the type variable, one can
de ne a polymorphic doubling function,
t: ft!t: xt: f (f (x)) ;
that can be applied to any type to obtain the doubling function for that type, e.g.


t: ft!t: xt: f (f (x)) [int]
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=) fint!int: xint : f (f (x))

or





t: ft!t: xt: f (f (x)) [real ! real]
=) f real!real ! real!real : xreal!real: f (f (x)) :
Notice that an upper case  and square brackets are used to indicate abstraction and application of types, and that =) denotes a kind of beta reduction for types, in which type
expressions are substituted for occurences of type variables within ordinary expressions.
To accommodate this kind of abstraction and application of types, it is necessary to expand the variety of type expressions to provide types for the polymorphic functions. Somewhat surprisingly, this can be done in such a way that (if the type of every variable binding
is given explicitly) type correctness can be determined syntactically (i.e. at compile time).
One writes t: ! (where  is a binding operator) to denote the type of polymorphic function that, when applied to a type t, yields a result of type !. For example, the polymorphic
doubling function has type
t: (t ! t) ! (t ! t) ;
and the polymorphic identity function,
(

)

(

)

t: xt: x ;
has type

t: t ! t :

If an expression e has type ! then t: e has type t: !, and if an expression e has
type t: ! then e[!0] has the type obtained from ! by substituting !0 for t. Thus it is
straightforward to decide the type of any expression.
The movitation that led Girard to essentially the same language was entirely di erent; he
was seeking to extend an analogy between types and propositions that was originally found
by Curry [8, Section 9E] and Howard [12]. Types can be viewed as propositions by regarding
the type constructor ! as the Boolean connective implies. (Similarly, one can regard the
Cartesian product constructor  as the connective and and the disjoint union constructor
+ as the connective or.) Then an expression e of type ! becomes an encoding of a proof of
the proposition ! in intuitionistic logic.
For example, the doubling function for t encodes the following, rather roundabout proof
that (t implies t) implies (t implies t), in which t is some arbitrary proposition and e:
indicates that the proof step is encoded by the expression e.

 Assume f : t implies t.
 Assume x: t.
 Since f : t implies t and x: t, we have f (x): t.
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 Since f : t implies t and f (x): t, we have f (f (x)): t.
 Discharging the assumption x, we have x: f (f (x)): t implies t.
 Discharging the assumption f , we have f: x: f (f (x)):(t implies t) implies (t implies t).
Girard extended the Curry-Howard analogy by regarding the binding operator t: as
a universal quanti er of a propositional variable, i.e. as \For all propositions t". (He also
introduced an analogous existential quanti er.) Thus the polymorphic doubling function
encodes a proof that
(8t) (t implies t) implies (t implies t) :
Notice that there is a circularity or \impredicativity" here, since such a quanti ed proposition
belongs to the set of propositions being quanti ed over. (This circularity is also present in
Huet's Theory of Constructions, which includes the polymorphic calculus as a sublanguage,
but not in the types-as-propositions formalisms of Martin-Lof [17] or Constable [5].)
Despite this circularity, Girard showed that every expression of the polymorphic typed
lambda calculus possesses a normal form, i.e. that every expression can be reduced by some
nite sequence of beta reductions to a form that cannot be reduced further. (This result
was strengthened by Prawitz [21, p. 256] to show that every expression is strongly normalizable, i.e. that no expression is amenable to any in nite sequence of beta reductions.)
Proof-theoretically, this means that every proof can be transformed into a \cut-free" proof.
Computationally, it means that every expression describes a terminating computation.
This is extraordinary. For any language in which every expression describes a terminating
computation, there must be computable functions that cannot be expressed; indeed we are
used to taking this fact as evidence that such languages are uninteresting for practical
computation. Yet the polymorphic typed lambda calculus is just such a language, in which
one can express \almost everything" that one might actually want to compute. Indeed,
Girard has shown that every function from natural numbers to natural numbers that can
be proved total by using second-order arithmetic can be expressed in the calculus. This
includes not only primitive recursive functions, but also Ackermann's function as well as far
more esoteric (and rapidly growing) functions.
This result depends upon a particular way of encoding the natural numbers called \Church
numerals". In his early work on the untyped lambda calculus, Church used the encoding
0: f: x: x ;
1: f: x: f (x) ;
2: f: x: f (f (x)) ;
...
The obvious analogue for the polymorphic calculus is
0: t: ft!t: xt: x ;
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1: t: ft!t: xt: f (x) ;
2: t: ft!t : xt: f (f (x)) ;
...
In both cases, n is encoded by a higher-order function mapping f into f n , re ecting the
idea that the fundamental use of a natural number n is to iterate something n times. (For
example, 2 is encoded by the doubling function.) But in the polymorphic typed case, there
is a particular type
nat = t: (t ! t) ! (t ! t)
that is possessed by every encoding of a natural number. Moreover, every closed (and
constant-free) expression of this type is equivalent (via beta and eta reduction) to such an
encoding. Thus it is reasonable to regard nat as the type of natural numbers.
Using this encoding, one can program arithmetic functions such as
def

succ = nnat: t: ft!t: xt: f (n[t](f )(x)) ;
def

add = mnat: nnat: t: ft!t: xt: m[t](f )(n[t](f )(x)) :
Notice that these are functions that accept and produce polymorphic functions. (Such
functions go beyond the kind of implicit polymorphism provided by ML.)
Other fundamental sets can be encoded in a similar spirit. For example, the type
def

bool = t: t ! (t ! t)
def

is possessed by the two \choice" functions
t: xt: yt: x and t: xt: yt : y ;
and every closed expression of this type beta-reduces to one of these functions. Thus it
is reasonable to regard bool as the type of Boolean values, re ecting the idea that the
fundamental use of a Boolean is to make binary choices.
Less trivially, the closed expressions of type

list(s) = t: (s ! (t ! t)) ! (t ! t)
def

have normal forms of the form
t: fs! t!t : xt: f (e )(. . . (f (en)(x)) . . .) ;
where e ; . . . ;en are subexpressions of type s. Thus list(s) can be regarded as the type of
lists with elements of type s, re ecting the idea that the fundamental use of a list is to reduce
the list (in the sense of APL).
These encodings are all special cases of a general result, discovered independently by Bohm
[2] and Leivant [15], and anticipated in the work of Takeuti [28, Proposition 3.15.18]. For any
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many-sorted algebraic signature without laws, there is a set of polymorphic types (one for
each sort) whose closed normal forms constitute an initial algebra. Moreover, the operations
of this algebra can be expressed as functions among these types. Thus the polymorphic
calculus encompasses algebraic data types as well as number-theoretic computations. Several
examples of the kind of programming that is entailed are given in [23].
In summary, the polymorphic typed lambda calculus is far more than an extension of the
simply typed lambda calculus that permits polymorphism. It is a language that guarantees
the termination of all programs, while providing a surprising degree of expressiveness for
computations over a rich variety of data types. In \Computable Values can be Classical",
Val Breazu-Tannen and Albert Meyer argue that the guarantee of termination substantially
simpli es reasoning about programs by permitting the conservation of classical data type
speci cations. In \Polymorphism is Conservative over Simple Types", the same authors
further substantiate this argument by showing that polymorphism can be superimposed on
familiar programming language features without changing their behavior.
However, the practicality of this language is far from proven. To say that any reasonable
function can be expressed by some program is not to say that it can be expressed by the
most reasonable program. It is clear that the language requires a novel programming style.
Moreover, it is likely that certain important functions cannot be expressed by their most
ecient algorithms. Also, the guarantee of termination precludes interesting computations
that never terminate, such as those involving lazy computation with in nite data structures.
(These reservations apply to the pure polymorphic calculus; if a xed-point operator is
added to provide general recursion, the language expands to include conventional functional
programming, including lazy computation, but the guarantee of termination is lost.)
The known semantic models of the polymorphic typed lambda calculus can be divided
into two species. In the rst, the meaning of a type is (the set of equivalence classes of)
a partial equivalence relation on a model of the untyped lambda calculus. This view characterizes the earliest models [10, 29], as well as recent work [16, 20, 9, 14, 3, and in this
volume, John Mitchell's \A Type-Inference Approach to Reduction Properties and Semantics of Polymorphic Expressions"] that embeds such models in the natural setting of the
\e ective topos" [13]. (The connection between this kind of model and the e ective topos,
or equivalently, the \realizability universe", seemed to have been rst noted by Moggi.)
In the second kind of model, the meaning of a type is a Scott domain. In the earliest of
these models [19], these domains were sets of xed points of closures of a universal domain,
where a closure of a domain is an idempotent continuous function from the domain to itself
that extends the identity function. Two facts permit this concept to serve as a model of the
polymorphic calculus:

 There is a universal domain U such that U ! U , the domain of continuous functions
from U to U , is isomorphic to the set of xed points of a closure of U .
 The set of closures of U , which can be regarded as meanings of types, is isomorphic to
the set of xed points of a closure of U ! U .
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Similar models have been developed in which the concept of closure is replaced by that of
nitary retraction [18] or of nitary projection [1]. More recently, Girard has devised a
model based on the use of qualitative domains and stable functions, which is described in
his paper \The System F of Variable Types, 15 Years Later." Other models of this kind are
described in [6, 7].
The domain-based models describe not only the pure calculus but also the extension
obtained by adding xed-point operators. Thus they fail to capture the fact that all expressions denote terminating programs and represent proofs of their type interpreted as a
proposition. A vivid consequence of this failure is that the type t: t, which is clearly false
when interpreted as a proposition (and which is not the type of any expression in the pure
language), denotes a nonempty domain. Whether such types have empty denotations is a
pivotal question about semantic models, whose implications are described in \Empty Types
in Polymorphic -calculus", by Meyer, Mitchell, Moggi, and Statman.
Another shortcoming of the domain-based models is their failure to capture the notion
of \parametricity". When Christopher Strachey rst coined the word \polymorphism" [27],
he distinguished between ad hoc polymorphic functions, which can have arbitrarily di erent meanings for di erent types, and parametric polymorphic functions, which must behave
similarly for di erent types. Intuitively, only parametric polymorphic functions can be dened in the polymorphic calculus, but the domains denoted by polymorphic types in the
domain-based models also contain ad hoc functions.
It is not known whether any of the partial-equivalence-relation models enforce parametricity (except, in a trival sense, the collapsed term model of [3]). Indeed, at present there is no
general agreement on how to de ne parametricity precisely and generally, although a rst
attempt in this direction was given in [25], and a more recent approach appears in the paper
by Bainbridge, Freyd, Scedrov, and Scott in the next section of this volume.
The fact that all expressions are strongly normalizable, and that certain types correspond
to initial algebras, make it plausible that there should be a model extending the naive settheoretic model of the simply typed lambda calculus, in which types denote sets and S ! S 0
denotes the set of all functions from S to S 0. Indeed, I made such a conjecture in 1983 [25].
Then in the following year | to my embarassment | I proved the conjecture false [22].
(This proof uses a cardinality argument that can be made in classical, but not constructive
logic. Indeed, as shown in [20] and [16], set-theoretic models can be found in a constructive
metatheory.) Soon thereafter, Gordon Plotkin generalized my proof, showing that it is
based upon a general property of functors (on the Cartesian closed category underlying an
arbitrary model) that can be expressed in the calculus. This generalization is described in
\On Functors Expressible in the Polymorphic Typed Lambda Calculus."
Beneath all these speci c models lies the question of what, in general, constitutes a model
of the language, which is discussed by Kim Bruce, Albert Meyer, and John Mitchell in \The
Semantics of Second-Order Lambda Calculus". A more abstract answer to this question,
using category-theoretic concepts, has been given by Seely [26].
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The polymorphic lambda calculus also raises the problem of type inference. Although
type inference is straightforward for the explicitly typed form of the calculus, the explicit
statement of types whenever a variable is bound is a serious burden for the programmer.
Ideally, one would like an algorithm that could examine an expression of the untyped lambda
calculus and decide whether there is any assignment of types to variables that makes the expression well-typed. However, despite considerable e orts, the existence of such an algorithm
for the polymorphic calculus remains an open question.
Current research on this question is described in \Polymorphic Type Inference and Containment" by John Mitchell. In \A Type-Inference Approach to Reduction Properties and
Semantics of Polymorphic Expressions", the same author applies type inference to the study
of the calculus itself, obtaining a simpli ed proof of the strong normalization property and
a proof of completeness for a class of partial-equivalence-relation models.
The author wishes to thank Val Breazu-Tannen, Kim Bruce, Carl Gunter, Giuseppe
Longo, Albert Meyer, John Mitchell, Eugenio Moggi, Gordon Plotkin, Andre Scedrov, and
Rick Statman, all of whom have contributed comments that have improved the accuracy
and generality of this introduction.
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